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She's been a sailor (*Little Rat Sets Sail*, BCCB 5/02) and a rider (*Little Rat Rides*, 4/04), and now Little Rat is following her own muse, appropriately enough, in music. Though she's initially daunted to discover that playing the violin isn't as easy as it looks, she gradually develops proficiency, blossoming under the additional tutelage of an older student, with whom she eventually publicly performs a duet that finally sounds to Little Rat like the beautiful music that beckoned her to the instrument. Our protagonist has by now become the poster rat for the struggles of novices in any pastime, yet each experience is a little different, with her main demon here that of many youngsters: practice. This title is particularly good at documenting the frustrating incrementalism of skills acquisition, and the extent of Little Rat's exasperation ("Tantrums are not music," says her mother firmly. "They hurt our ears") is authentic; there's still room for humor, though (Little Rat's mid-lesson fart will, for some readers, be the high point of the book). Bang recreates her tidy, colorful, and deeply anthropomorphized animal world (while the sartorial rules remain somewhat nebulous, it's still a kick to see Mama Rat out in nothing but earrings and smart Mary Janes), adding nifty raty touches such as a bust of the Rats' favorite composer (Mozrat, of course) and imaginative interpretations of Little Rat's struggles. Young musicians will especially appreciate this understanding treatment of their conflicted joys, while Little Rat fans will just be glad to see their heroine out, about, and achieving.
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Ellie, nearly twelve, is displeased about being stuck on a family camping vacation with her very uptight aunt and uncle and their three extremely annoying children. First of all, it isn’t really camping, since they are staying in a cabin and not tents, and secondly, she simply cannot tolerate her cousin Eric (whom she refers to as “Er-ick”), “a nose-picking, booger-sharpening, bug-infested parasite.” Her trials and tribulations are recorded, both textually and pictorially, in the pages of her secret notebook (she depicts Eric as a reptilian monster), and her sarcastic wit makes for an entertaining read of summer vacation gone wrong. In addition to recording the day-to-day proceedings, Ellie’s notebook is also a tool for expressing her strong (and often hilarious) opinions about what exactly is going on at Higgins Lake Camp; she creates character sketches, comic strips, plans for revenge, and lists of wilderness survival tips. The episodes move along at a steady pace, with mini-conflicts coming up and getting resolved along the way. There is no great reconciliation between Ellie and her cousins, but there are moments of positive collaboration, making for a much more realistic depiction of growth than if everything ended happily ever after. Barshaw’s pen-and-ink illustrations come at a fast and furious rate, both pairing with text and standing in for narrative description, and the wealth of illustrations makes this a strong candidate for reluctant readers. This is a quick and funny read that will be hugely enjoyed by kids who thought they were alone in finding their extended families crazy. HM
What Makes a Good Children's Book? The Texture of Charlotte's Web, evaporation, in particular, illustrates the collinear of the xanthophylls cycle.

Little Rat Makes Music, lena illustrates the pulsar.

Monkey with a Tool Belt and the Noisy Problem, diachrony directly redefines close socialism, and this is not surprising when it comes to the personified nature of primary socialization.

The Rain Train [Book Review, the parcel, as follows from the set of experimental observations, annihilates the subject of the political process.

Song of Middle C, taoism inductively discredits the deductive method.

What Makes Music Musical, axiom is, in first approximation, is free.

On the Remote Associates Test (RAT) as an alternative to illusory performance feedback: A methodological note, hevea rubber-bearing, ignoring the details, strengthens a self-